
Contribution to an oral history 

Dispatches from the Poetry Wars is interested in accumulating mnemonic detritus toward an assemblage of 
a history of Charles Olson presence and influence in Buffalo, NY. Toward that end, we offer these 
recollections of Fred Wah, a member of Charles Olson  in Buffalo, and a founding participant in 
the Institute of Further Studies. 

* * * 

[A very short "memory" of Buf '64 and on re N[iagara]F[rontier]P[ress], Harvey [Brown], J[ack 
Clarke], the Inst[itute of Further Studies], O[lson], etc.] 

I think Harvey showed up in Buf part way through the fall semester of '64 into O's two seminars 
(Poetry and Myth, and Contemporary Poetry). There were a bunch of Cleveland people there 
because of Al Cook and Harvey was signalled as a rich guy from Cleveland. He had just been 
married to Polly and they set up an apt near the Uni. 

During the winter O suggested to Harvey that Harvey take me on as an editor at NFR (because I 
had been editing SUM mag). O always interested in getting money to work, so he was interested in 
Harvey and the $$ for publishing. Jack knew Harvey from Cleveland. Wieners showed up as a 
student after thanksgiving that fall (Pauline and I met him after trip out to Gloucester and dinner 
with O and Vince [Ferrini] and O got him a grad thing at Buf, I think starting in the january). 

Corso was around that fall as well. Lots of action. Sanders came up a couple of times, Ed Budowsky's 
(sp?) book store across from Uni. We were all excited about O's seminars. NFR was good but slow 
and Harvey naturally kept a strong hand in it. I gradually pulled away from the editing since Harvey 
really wanted too much control in that and I started working more on the production. I convinced 
Harvey to get a Varityper so we cld set our own type (I also used it to produce Dave Bromige's first 
book, _The Gathering_). We (Pauline [Bunting], I, and [Al] Glover I think) set type for some NFR 
and Dorn's By the Sound. 

But some of us wanted to move more quickly than Harvey and the four of us (Glove, [George] 
Butterick, J and me) started the Mag of Further Studies. I think it was Glover's IBM Selectric we 
used. And we got a big role of corrugated stuff for covers (after [Stan] Brackage's book) and us and 
our wives wld set up in one of our basements and cut covers and paint chicken blood (George 
wanted the thing to decay in the reader's hands) and glue fur. Then, later, after O had gone and the 
four of us were going to be splitting geographically, we shifted into the Curriculum [of the Soul]. 
But the Inst. was a concrete push for the building and programme Charles was after on the Main St. 
campus. Cook tried to set it up but it was one of those impossibilities that Charles constructed 
seemingly intended to thwart itself so he could push off of that, away. 

Which he soon did, back to Gloucester in the fall of '65. And J took over his Poetry and Myth (did 
he also take over Contemp Poetry?) which O still ran by daily/weekly letter to J with directions for 
course content and method. We (the Inst) also wanted to publish George's book of poems and 



George asked O to write an intro to them whereupon O wrote (no, wired) back to George that he 
wouldn't allow these poems to be published, that they weren't George's they were O's poems. 

We'd keep going after the seminar each week and headed over to Onetto's; one night we decided to 
go to Gloucester to talk with O about everything (I think we cldn't maybe decipher some of his 
"messages") so we left about midnight (Glover pulled out at last minute) just J, George and myself in 
J's station wagon and we drove straight through with a short break early in the morning for some 
sleep and then realized we'd screwed up on the time cuz O wld just be going to bed. So we had to 
wait all day for him to get up and spent time going to Gloucester Times office for material and 
hanging out with Vince Ferrini. O got up about 5 in the afternoon and so we did his whole night 
eating drinking yakking up at 28 Ft Sqr and then we left in the morning for Buffalo, brains fried 
from lack of sleep and talk. Great trip. Soon after, I think, started to talk of Curriculum. Harvey was 
never too keen on Inst. it seemed to me. Things broke up. We all left. J and Etc.  

 




